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Abstract

II EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS:

Organic semiconductor investigation and production plays
a major role in electronics. The gorwth of bulk anthracene
materials remains on e of the most challenging task in
materials processing.In the present work we propose on
efficient and simple synthesis route for anthracene single
crystal growth. We have been grown anthracene crystal of
size 2.7x2.2 cm2 by slow evaporation technique using
Erlenmeyer flask. The size of the grown crystal is
considerably bigger than the previously grown reported
crystal sizes. Grown anthracene crystal was subjected to
different characterization such as XRD, UV-visible, FTIR,
and dielectric studies. The frequency dependent transport
characteristics of the grown Anthracene crystal have been
studies in the frequency range of 1KHz to 3MHz.

1. Selection of solvents and controlling the solvent
evaporation
The solvent selection was done based on the solubility ratio.
The solvents such as carbon tetrachloride, acetone, benzene,
carbon bisulfide, and carbon dichloridehave been tried. Based
on solubility ratio carbon bisulfide was choosen as the
suitable solvent for this study. The best containers to use are
(in the order): centrifuge tube, NMR tube, test tube, round
bottom flask, conical flask or Erlenmeyer flask and beaker. In
the present study Erlenmeyer flasks are preferred over
beakers for recrystallization because the conical shape of an
Erlenmeyer flask decreases the amount of solvent lost to
evaporation during heating, prevents the formation of a crust
around the sides of the glass, and makes it easier to swirl the
hot solution while dissolving the solid without splashing it out
of the flask as shown in fig1. To have the perfect defect free
clear and bulk crystals, we have to control the solvent
evaporation. To increase the nucleation rate and produce large
crystals we prefer the complete solution is placed in
Erlenmeyer flask. The sloping sides of the Erlenmeyer flasks
are make them the best choice for a crystallization flask, since
they reduce the amount of solvent lost to evaporation. Good
crystal growth accompanied by expulsions of impurities
requires space (depth) in solution. This is achieved by
Erlenmeyer flask. Narrow neck allows some refluxing of the
solvent. So that the
evaporation from the surface is
minimized.
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I INTRODUCTION
Organic semiconductors have some evidences of selfradiation, flexibility, light weight, easy fabrication, and low
cost. They have been investigated as organic
electroluminescence materials for the applications in organic
solar cells, bio sensitizers and display devices such as OLED
(Organic Light Emitting Diode), OTFT (Organic Thin Film
Transistor), and Wearable Display[1,2]. Anthracene is a
tricyclic aromatic hydrocarbon derived from coal tar; melts at
218°C, boils at 354°C, insoluble in water but it is soluble in
most organic solvents such as carbon disulfide, alcohols,
benzene, chloroform, and hydronaphthalenes. Its molecular
structure consists of three benzene like rings joined side by
side (the general formula CnH2n-18) and its oxidation yields
anthraquinone, the parent substance of a large class of dyes
and pigments. Anthracene is one of the organic molecular
crystals, which exhibits peculiar optical and electronic
properties has attracted much attention[3]. Anthracene single
crystals were grown by various techniques, such as Bridgman–
Stockbarger, the physical vapor transfer, self-seeding vertical
Bridgman technique (DRSSVBT) and solution techniques [412]. In this paper, high-quality and large-size Anthracene
single crystals were grown by a solution technique. The
solvent evaporation was controlled by Erlenmeyer Flasks. The
grown crystals were subjected to optical and electrical
characterizations.

[www.trendytechjournals.com ]

Fig1. Erlenmeyer flask for crystallization
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION:
1. X-Ray diffraction
The X-ray powder patterns of the grown crystals
were recorded using bruker D4 X-ray diffractometer.
Monochromatic intense X-ray of wave length 1.5406 A° (cu
kα) was used. Fig.3 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern
anthracene crystals. The diffraction patterns agreed very well
with the data of standard for Anthracene (JCPDS NO: 391848).
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Anthracene crystal was grown by solution method in which
the temperature and concentration are important parameters.
In solution growth technique there are two ways of controlling
the solvent evaporation- slow cooling and slow evaporation.
Compared to another techniques it is low cost, need only low
temperature and easy to observe the crystal growth process. In
our experiment, Anthracene single crystals were grown by
slow evaporation of the solvent at room temperature. We have
used carbon bisulfide as solvent for the crystal growth
experiment.
150ml carbon bisulfide was taken in a glass beaker and 4g of
99.9% pure anthracene( Merck) powder was added to obtain
a saturated solution by continues stirring, and then the solution
was filtered to remove the insoluble impurities. After filtering,
the solution was transferred into the Erlenmeyer flasks and it
was sealed using an aluminum foil to avoid deposition of dust
on the solution surface.Tthe volatilization rate of solvents
were controlled small pores drilled on foil surface.. Since
Anthracene solution tends to be oxidized by photo irradiation
in the presence of oxygen, the solution was always placed in a
dark environment. Crystals were grown from carbon bisulfide
by allowing a saturated solution to evaporate slowly at room
temperature. In present work well-faceted anthracene crystals
of maximum size 2.7x2.2 cm2 in area and 0.5 mm thick were
grown (fig.2)

diffracted intensity data was recorded by continues scan in
2θ/θ mode from 10⁰ to 70⁰. The absorption spectra of grown
crystals were studied using Varian Cary 5E UV-visible –NIR
spectrometer in the spectral region of 200-2500 nm. In order
to identify the organic functional groups, FTIR spectrum was
done at room temperature in the range of 400-4500 cm-1.
Perkin Elmer FTIR spectrometer was employed to record the
spectrum using KBr pellet method. The frequency dependent
dielectric constant, dielectric loss and ionic conductivity
measurements were carried out at room temperature using
Wayne Kerr precision component analyzer (Models
WK6440B) in the frequency range 100 kHz–3MHz.
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Fig.3. XRD pattern of Anthracene crystals
2. Optical absorption Studies

Fig.2. (a) Grown Anthracene single crystal, (b) morphology
of grown crystal
The prominent faces of Anthracene single crystals grown from
solution are those which correspond to planes with small
reticular areas. From crystal morphology diagram shown in
Fig, 2(b) it is clear that the basal plane(001) is surrounded by
(l1O), ( 1O), (l 0), and ( 0)
(20 ) planes. The
morphology of the crystals grown from solution is affected by
many factors, such as temperature, supersaturation, surface
tension, surface energy, and the crystal–solvent interactions on
the interface. The surface roughness is mainly determined by
temperature, supersaturation, and surface tension [13-16].
III. CHARACTERIZATION
Powder X-ray diffraction studies of the finely
crushed anthracene crystalline powder was carried out by
Rigaku D/max-A diffractometer fitted with CuKα radiation
(λ=1.5406Å) at scan speed 0.01⁰/s at room temperature. The
[www.trendytechjournals.com]

The optical absorption spectra of grown crystals were studied
using Varian Cary 5E UV-visible –NIR spectrometer in the
spectral region of 200-2500 nm. UV–visible absorption
spectrum of anthracene single crystal shown in fig.4has four
absorption peaks at 323, 339, 357and 377nm.

Fig.4.UV absorption spectrum of Anthracene
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The study of band gap energy has prominent place in the
determination of semiconductor parameters.
The absorption coefficient (α) for Anthracene was calculated
using the following relation for high photon energies (hν):

Where Eg is optical band gap of the Anthracene
crystal and A is constant. Energy gap can be determined by
optical absorption method. From the plot of (αhν)2 Vs (hν)
shown in fig.5
the band gap was calculated and found to be 2.42 eV.

4 Dielectric measurement:
a) Dielectric constant
The dielectric behaviors of Anthracene crystals were studied
at different frequency and temperature. The range of
temperature is fixed from RT to 373k. In this study, the
parallel plate capacitor was formed by two copper electrodes
and the single crystal which is coated by silver paste on
opposite side is placed between the electrodes. This
arrangement made a perfect capacitor. The dielectric constant
was calculated by the following relation.

200

(h) (cm ev)

150

Here,
c- Capacitance of the sample
d- Sample thickness
A- Surface area of the sample and ε0- is permittivity
of free space (8.854x10-12F/m).
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Fig7. shows frequency dependent
dielectric constant of
Anthracene crystals at selected temperatures.

Fig.5.Plot of variation of spectrum of (αhν)2 Vs (hν)
3. FTIR-Analysis
The grown crystal was subjected to Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) analysis in order to determine the functional
groups present in the crystal. The Anthracene vibrational
mode are recorded with the help of Bruker IFS 66 V
spectrophotometer in the range of 4500-450 cm-1 by KBr
pellet method. These vibrational modes are shown in Fig.6.
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Fig.6. FTIR spectrum of Anthracene Crystals
A very sharp peak at 3047.63 cm-1 is the charcterestic peak
due to C–H stretch vibration. The sharpness of the peak
elucidates that the hydrogen atoms in the anthracene ring are
not exerting any bonding interaction with molecules. The
skeletal vibrations of the ring could be assigned to peaks
1618.33, 1531 and 1442.90cm-1. The peak at 719.47cm-1confirms the presence of four adjacent hydrogen atoms [6].
[www.trendytechjournals.com]

All polar molecules have high dielectric constant. Anthracene
which has very low polar molecules have low dielectric
constant. From figure 7 it is observed that dielectric constantof
Anthracene is high at low frequency which is due to the
contribution of ionic, electronic, dipolar, orientation and space
charge polarization [17]. Space charge polarization is
dominant at low frequencies. But space charge polarization
diminishes as the frequency increases and the other
polarization mechanisms having large relaxation time cease to
respond to the applied electric field. Hence, the contribution
from other polarization becomes low or even absent. At high
frequencies, only electronic polarization with large relaxation
9
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time exists and all other polarizations cease [18]. Hence the
net dielectric constant decreases as frequency increases. It is
also observed that dielcectric constant decreases with
increasing temperature.

and dielectric constant of the sample respectively. From fig.8
it is also observed that as the temperature increases, ac
conductivity increases which may be due to increases in the
drift mobility of thermally activated electrons.[20] Hence the
conductivity increases with frequency and temperature in
Anthracene. However an anomaly was observed , in the
higher frequency region at lower temperature (313K)
Anthracene has higher conductivity which may be an
experimental error.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig 7.a Dielectric loss Vs Frequency
b) Dielectric loss
The loss tangent (tan δ) is the ratio of the loss factor to the
relative permittivity, and is a measure of the ratio of the
electric energy loss to the energy stored in a periodic field.
Fig7 shows the variation of tangent loss with frequency for
anthracene crystal in the temperature range 308 -373 K. It is
observed that tangent loss (tanδ) for all the samples attains
higher value at low frequency and decreases with increasing
frequency, illustrating the relaxation process. The observed
higher dielectric loss at lower frequency may be due to an
accumulation of free charges.
5 Ac conductivity studies

Large-size and good quality Anthracene single
crystals were grown by a slow evaporation technique using
Erlenmeyer flask. The grown crystals were subjected to
different characterizations, such as XRD, UV, FTIR, dielectric
constant and AC conductivity. The absorption peaks and
hence energy band gap were found by from UV absorption
spectrum. The band gap value of anthracene was found to be
2.4eV. From the FTIR spectrum the C–H stretch, skeletal
vibrations and presence of four adjacent hydrogen atoms are
confirmed. Dielectric measurement shows that the value of
dielectric constant decreases with increasing the frequency and
the A.C conductivity increased with increasing the frequency.
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